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ON CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE EUCLIDEAN SPHERE 
BY 
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(Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER at the meeting of April 25, 1959) 
The application of index theory to differential geometry is due to 
Cohn-Vossen and its combination with the theory of elliptic partial 
differential equations to H. LEWY [5] who modified the idea, so that it 
extended to a wider class of related uniqueness problems in the large. 
CoHN-VosSEN [2] established the result that isometric proper ovaloids 
are congruent under the assumption that the surface are analytic. This 
proof was simplified by ZHITOMIRSKY [6] in 1939. It is the main purpose 
of this paper to show that the method of proof given by Zhitomirsky is 
easily adapted to give still another proof of the following: 
Theorem 1. A closed orientable analytic surface of genus zero and 
constant mean curvature is a sphere. 
More important, however, the proof given, immediately suggests in a 
natural manner the generalization in theorem 2, so that the assumption 
H =constant is no longer essential. It follows easily (corollary, theorem 3) 
that the only closed special analytic W -surfaces of genus zero are spheres. 
For ovaloids this is implied by a result of A. D. Alexandroff (1939). 
Several unsuccessful attempts were made to prove theorem 1 since 1939 
(cf. for example the footnote to CHERN's paper [1]), but it was not until 
1950 that HoPF [4] finally established the conjecture. 
Following CHERN [1], it may be shown that theorem 2 or its equivalent, 
theorem 3 is valid for surfaces which are oa imbedded in Euclidean space 
E3. From the point of view of the theory of elliptic partial differential 
equations the argument due to HARTMAN and WrNTNER [3] may be 
employed. The oa condition may be replaced by 02 due to a result of 
Nirenberg. 
l. Let X =X(u, v) be the vector equation of the surfaceS where the 
u, v are the coordinates of a point in a simply-connected domain of a para-
meter plane. Let E du2 + 2F du dv + F dv2 and L du2 +2M du dv + N dv2 
be the first and second fundamental forms of S. The Mainardi-Codazzi 
equations 
(l) 
are given by 
{ Lv- Mu = LF~2 +M(Fi2 -F~1)-NFi1 , 
Mv-Nu = LF~2 +M(F~2-n2)-NFi2 
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where the r;k are the Christoffel symbols associated with the metric of S. 
Lemma l. The Codazzi equations are identically satisfied when the 
E, F and G are substituted for the L, M and N respectively. 
This may be verified directly. 
Since H = h =constant, 
(2) { A.v- flu = a1A. + a2fl + asP, 
f-lv- Pu = a,J. + a5fl + a6P 
where A.=L-hE, fl=M -hF, P=N -hG and the a,(i= l, ... , 6) are the 
coefficients on the right in (1). 
Lemma 2. The form A = A. du2 + 2fl du dv + P dv2 is either inde-
finite or identically zero, i.e., at any point 
AP- fl2<0 
while equality occurs, if and only if, A.= fl = P = 0. 
Proof. AP-fl2= (L-hE)(N -hG)- (M -hF)2 
Hence, 
= (LN- M2) + h2(EG- F2)- h(LG- 2M F +EN) 
= (LN- M2)- h2(EG- F2). 
A.v-p.2 -K-h2 0 d . EG-F2 0 ~ - 2 0 EG-F2 - ~ , an so, smce > , ,..p fl ~ . 
Moreover, AP=fl2, if and on1y if, h2=K that is, only if the point is an 
umbilical point. Hence AP = fl2, if and only if, A.= fl = P = 0. Since 
(3) 
we obtain 
and so 
(4) 
EN-2FM+GL = 2h 
EG-F2 ' 
2h(EG- F2) = E(P + hG)- 2F(fl + hF) +G(A. +hE) 
= 2h(EG- F2) + EP- 2F fl +GA., 
Lemma 3. If on the surface S, S not necessarily closed, the form A 
possesses the properties: 
(a) AP-fl2<0 while equality holds only if A=fl=P=O, 
(b) GA.-2Ffl+EP=0 and for any pES, parameters may be chosen 
so that E(p)=G(p)= l, F(p)=O and 
(c) A.v- flu = a1A. + a2fl +asP, f-lv- Pu = a4A. + a5fl + a6P 
where the at(i= l, ... , 6) are analytic functions, and if Q is the set of 
points on S such that A.= fl = P = 0, then. if Po E Q and is not an interior 
point of Q, then po is an isolated point of Q with index j < 0. 
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Note that the form A in [6] possesses similar properties. 
In order to prove Lemma 3 and theorem l we state two additional 
lemmas. 
Lemma 4 (Poincare): On a closed orientable surface of genus g, ifF 
is any family of differentiable curves with at most a finite number of 
singularities, then the sum of the indices ji of F is given by 
"J,ji = 2(1-g). 
i 
Lemma 5. If j is the index of an isolated singularity of the system 
of solutions of the equation 
A du2+2B du dv+O dv2=0, 
where AO- B2.;;;:: 0, equality holding only if A = B = 0 = 0, then 
j = - 4~ do arg cf> 
where cf> =A-iB and do is the variation in arg cf> as one goes once around 
0 in the positive sense. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Suppose po is not an interior point of Q. We 
must prove that po is an isolated point of Q and that its index is negative. 
We introduce coordinates u, v about po such that E(po) =G(po) = l, 
F(po) = 0 and set w = u + iv with w = 0 at p0• Since S is analytic the 
E, F, G, L, M and Nand, consequently the A., fl, v are analytic functions 
of u, v. Expanding the A., fl, v in Taylor series about po: 
A.= A_(n) + 
fl= fl(n) + 
v= v<n> + 
0 0.' 
... , 
... , 
where A.<m>, fl<m>, v<m> are homogeneous forms of degree m and n is the least 
positive integer for which at least one of the A. (n), fl (n), v<n> does not vanish, 
we note that n > 0 since po E Q. The expressions 
~(nl -u<nl 11.<nl -v<nl 
n, ru ' '" u 
are either of degree n-l or else identically 0. Since the equations (c) 
contain no expressions of degree n-l on the r.h.s., we may conclude that 
On the other hand, we conclude from (b) that A.<n> +v<n> = 0. 
Hence, 
and so 
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which are the Cauchy-Riemann equations for the expression A. (n)- i ,u <n>. 
It follows that A.<n>-i,u<n> is an analytic function of w, and so, since it is 
homogeneous and of degree n, 
A_(n) -i,u<n> = C wn 
where c is a non-zero constant. Hence, the umbilic p0 is isolated and by 
lemma 5 its index is negative. By a well-known argument employing 
lemma 4, this implies theorem 1. 
2. Our proof depends on lemma 3, essentially. The hypothesis (c) given 
there does not depend on the constancy of the mean curvature. In fact, 
if H(u, v) is a solution of the system of partial differential equations 
(5) { EHv- FHu= b1A.+b2,u+bav, 
FHv- GHu = b4A. + bs,u + b6v, 
analytic in a neighborhood of the umbilic p0 = (0, 0) at which H = h and 
Hu=Hv=O, where the bi(i= I, ... , 6} are analytic functions of u and v, 
then condition (c) may be replaced by 
( c') { Av- ,Uu = C1A + C2,U + cav, 
,Uv- Vu = C4A + Cs,U + C5V 
where Ci=a1+bi (i= I, ... , 6}. 
Observe that at an umbilic, H u = Hv = 0 and 
A.v-,uu=O, 
flrp-Vu=O. 
Moreover, if the bi all vanish identically, then H u = Hv = 0 and H = constant. 
We therefore have the following generalizations oflemma 3 and theorem I: 
Lemma 3': Let A be the form defined in lemma 2 and suppose it 
satisfier the equation (4) and the conclusion of lemma 2 where E, F and 
G are the coefficients of a positive definite quadratic form. Moreover, 
suppose that 
Av- ,Uu = 0 mod l(A., ,u, v) 
,uv- Vu = 0 mod l(A., ,u, v) 
where I(A., ,u, v) denotes the ideal generated by the analytic functions 
A., ,u, v in the ring of all analytic functions. If po is a singularity of the 
curves A= 0 where the form A is not identically zero, then po is an isolated 
singularity, and its index is negative. 
Theorem 2. A closed analytic surface S of genus zero satisfying the 
equations (c') in the neighborhood of an umbilic is a sphere. 
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In other words, if the mean curvature H(u, v) is a solution of the system 
of congruences 
(5') { EHv- F Ru- 0 mod!()., p,, v), 
FHv- G Ru = 0 mod!()., p,, v) 
analytic in a neighborhood of po=(O, 0) at which H=h, Ru=Hv=O, 
then S is a sphere. 
We shall see in the case where S is a special W -surface that there are 
functions bi (i= l, ... , 6) for which (5') holds. 
If isothermal parameters are introduced (E = G and F = 0) equations 
(5) become 
(6) l 
L-N 
-EHv= a(u,v) - 2 - +b(u,v)M, 
L-N EHu = c(u,v) - 2 - +d(u,v)M 
where the functions a, b, c, d are analytic in u, v in a neighborhood of an 
umbilic. In the complex parameters w, w (w=u+iv), the system (6) may 
be replaced by 
(7) 2EHw = ()(,(w, w) L-;N +fJ(w, w)M 
where ()(,=c-ia, fJ=d-ib. 
Now, setting 
A.( _) L-N 'M ~ . 
'f' W, W = - 2- -~ = A-~P, 
and taking account of the Codazzi equations 
cfo-w=EHw, 
(7) becomes 
(8) cp;,=A(w, w)cfo+B(w, w)~. 
Note that the umbilical points of S are the zeros of cp and that cp is the 
function defined in lemma 5 for the form A. Moreover, at an umbilic, 
cfo-w vanishes. 
That (8) and hence equations (6) define an elliptic system of differential 
equations 
Av- f-lu= a(u, v)). + b(u, v)p,, 
Au-p,v= c(u, v)J.+d(u, v)p, 
is, from the point of view of the theory of differential equations, the under-
lying reason why theorem (2) is valid (cf., for example the paper of 
HARTMAN and WINTNER [3]). In particular, the vanishing of the r.h. sides 
give the Cauchy-Riemann equations for the function cfo, from which it 
follows that Ru=Rv=O. Theorem 2 may now be restated as follows: 
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Theorem 3. A closed analytic surface of genus zero satisfying (8) 
in the neighborhood of an umbilic is a sphere. 
That is, if the function ~(w, w) is a solution of (8) in a neighborhood 
of W= 0, at which~= 0, and hence~;= 0, then, the point w= 0 is isolated 
and its index is negative. 
We observe, in particular that theorem 3 holds if~ is the solution of 
a non-linear analytic differential equation of the form 
(8') ~u;=A(w, w)~+B(w, w)~+O(w, w)~2+D(w, w)~ ~ 
in a neighborhood of w = 0 at which ~(0, 0) = 0. Indeed, 
~u;=A1(w, w, ~. ~)~+B1(w, w, ~. ~)~, 
where A1=A+O~, B1=B+D~. 
Corollary (Hopf). The only closed special analytic W-surfaces of 
genus zero are spheres. 
A W -surface is a surface in E3 for which there is a functional relation 
between the principal curvatures k1 and k2: 
(9) 
A W-surface for which (9) can be written 'in the form 
f(H, e)=O, e=H2-K 
and /wi'O at every umbilic is called a 'special W-surface'. For such 
surfaces ~ satisfies in the neighborhood of an umbilic, the non-linear 
differential equation 
(10) 
where 
A fe B = 2 Ew . fe 
=- E·fn' E 2 fn' 
Now, (10) can be written as 
(11) ~u;=A1~+A2~+B~ ~ 
where 
A. D. Alexandroff has recently proved (1955) that if Sis a simple closed 
special w -surface of class oa' then s is a sphere. It is essential to the proof 
that S correspond to an analytic (absolutely) elliptic partial differential 
equation. The condition fn =f. 0 ensures that this is the case. It seems 
likely that Alexandroff's theorem is true for all analytic simple closed 
surfaces over which the differential equation (8) holds and is elliptic. 
Remarks : The proof of theorem 2 makes strong use of the hypothesis 
that the surface is analytic whereas the proof for surfaces with constant H 
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did not require analyticity. There is actually no greater generality in the 
case of constant H due to a theorem of S. Bernstein. 
As for Hopf's theorem, H.ARTMAN and WrNTNER [3] succeeded in 
removing analyticity to the extent that the surface is 02-imbedded in 
Euclidean space. However, the above corollary holds for any analytic 
surface whose curvature diagram has cusps at the diagonal (k1 = k2) with 
tangents orthogonal to this diagonal, although this does not follow from 
our considerations. 
Other characterizations of the Euclidean sphere may be found by solving 
the differential equation (8), for given functions A and B, in a neighborhood 
of an umbilic. 
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